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ABSTRACT
A bogus data assimilation (BDA) scheme is presented and used to generate the initial structure of a tropical
cyclone for hurricane prediction. It was tested on Hurricane Felix (1995) in the Atlantic Ocean during its mature
stage. The Pennsylvania State University–National Center for Atmospheric Research nonhydrostatic Mesoscale
Model version 5 was used for both the data assimilation and prediction. It was found that a dynamically and
physically consistent initial condition describing the dynamic and thermodynamic structure of a hurricane vortex
can be generated by fitting the forecast model to a specified bogus surface low based on a few observed and
estimated parameters. Through forecast model constraint, BDA is able to recover many of the structural features
of a mature hurricane including a warm-core vortex with winds swirling in and out of the vortex center in the
lower and upper troposphere, respectively; the eyewall; the saturated ascent around the eye and descent or weak
ascent in the eye; and the spiral cloud bands and rainbands. Satellite and radar data, if available, can be
incorporated into the BDA procedure. It was shown that satellite-derived water vapor winds have an added value
for BDA—they can generate a more realistic initial vortex.
As a result of BDA using both a bogus surface low and satellite water vapor wind data, dramatic improvements
occurred in the hurricane prediction of Felix. First of all, the initial fields of model variables describing the
BDA initial vortex are well adapted to the forecast model. Second, the intensity forecast was greatly improved.
The mean error of the central sea level pressure during the entire 72-h forecast period reduced from 25.9 hPa
without BDA to less than 2.1 hPa with BDA. Third, the model captured the structures of the storm reasonably
well. In particular, the model reproduced the ring of maximum winds, the eye, the eyewall, and the spiral cloud
bands. Finally, improvement in the track prediction was also observed. The 24-, 48-, and 72-h forecast track
errors with BDA were 76, 76, and 84 km, respectively, compared to the track errors of 93, 170, and 193 km
without BDA.

1. Introduction
Accurate prediction of hurricane track and intensity
change is still a challenging task. The average position
errors for the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) official hurricane track forecasts were
about 160 km for 24-h and 250 km for 48-h forecasts
for seven Atlantic hurricanes (Kurihara et al. 1993). The
skill of the hurricane intensity forecast varies from case
to case and model to model and is probably more difficult than the track forecast. Many factors could be
contributing to these difficulties in hurricane prediction.
Lack of data over the ocean at both the tropical cyclone
scale (providing an adequate description of the kinematic and thermodynamic structure of the storm) and
the large scale (accurately describing large-scale circulation such as subtropical anticyclone) in forming the
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model initial condition, deficiencies in the parameterization of physical processes (such as convection and
air–sea interaction), as well as limited model resolution
($25 km) are some factors limiting the skill in the prediction of hurricanes. The first factor is the focus of this
study.
Due to the lack of data, one of the major difficulties
in numerical prediction of tropical cyclones is model
initialization. Initial vortices provided by large-scale
analysis from operational centers are often ill defined,
too weak, and sometimes misplaced. It was found necessary to introduce an initialization procedure to augment a more realistic initial vortex. This is usually carried out by implanting a synthetic vortex (the bogus
vortex) into the large-scale analysis of the initial model
state (Lord 1991). The bogus vortex is specified based
on the size of the cyclone (the radius of maximum
winds), the position, and the intensity (the maximum
vorticity). Many successful simulations, including prediction of hurricane movement and structure, were conducted using the bogus vortex for hurricane model initialization (Kurihara et al. 1990; Lord 1991; Trinh and
Krishnamurti 1992). However, the detailed procedure of
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these bogus methods in constructing the model fields,
which are not directly related to the observed parameters, varies from one form to another. The nonlinear
balance equation, gradient wind relation, geostrophic
relation, hydrostatic relation, and other ad hoc assumptions are often used to derive one variable from another.
How to generate all model fields of the initial vortex
that are more realistic, dynamically and physically consistent, and well adapted to the prediction model has
not been fully resolved and is the focus of this study.
The work by Kurihara et al. (1993) at the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) represents a major
step toward a better specification of an initial vortex for
use in the hurricane prediction model. Model consistency and asymmetric structure of the initial vortex are
emphasized in their initialization procedure and are obtained through a step-by-step procedure, which is briefly
summarized as follows. (i) The vortex from the largescale analysis is removed so that a smooth environmental field remains. (ii) An axisymmetric version of
the hurricane prediction model is integrated while the
model tangential wind component is forced to the target
wind profile based on observational information to produce the symmetric part of the vortex. (iii) The symmetric flow produced in step (ii) is used to generate an
asymmetric wind field by the time integration of a simplified barotropic vorticity equation. (iv) The mass field
is then obtained based on the summation of symmetric
and asymmetric flows and the divergence equation with
an approximated time tendency through a diagnostic
procedure. Numerical experiments conducted by Bender
et al. (1993) confirmed that the modified scheme works
successfully for the hurricane track and intensity prediction. The erratic movement and the less favorable
structure in the early period of the model integration
(the spinup period of vortex adjustment), which often
appear when NCEP global analysis is used, are alleviated.
These results indicate the importance of having a dynamically and thermodynamically consistent initial vortex that is compatible with the resolution, dynamics,
and physics of the hurricane prediction model. A natural
extension of GFDL’s initialization ideas for the hurricane initialization is to use the full hurricane prediction
model, instead of a series of simplified versions of the
prediction model, as a strong dynamical constraint to
adjust all model fields simultaneously, which can be
realized in a four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) framework (Navon et al. 1992). The
initial model fields generated by 4D-Var are dynamically
and physically consistent and can be made close to a
vortex field specified according to a few observed and
estimated parameters. For example, a surface low can
be formulated (using some empirical formula) from the
known values of the central pressure (P c ), the maximum
wind radius (R), and the location of the initial cyclone.
The surface pressure data representing a spatial distribution of the specified surface low can then be used as
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a set of ‘‘observations’’ for the forecast model to fit to.
We call such a procedure the ‘‘bogus data assimilation’’
(BDA).
Of course, the BDA problem may be underdetermined
with bogus data for only one variable to determine all
the degrees of model freedom. However, the underdetermined problem can be solved by introducing a background field (a short-term forecast), a penalty term, and
other available observational data. Recently, remote
sensing instruments offered great promise for a much
improved three-dimensional description around and/or
within a tropical cyclone. Examples of these observations are satellite-derived water vapor wind vectors
(WVWVs), satellite-derived rain rates, satellite brightness temperatures, ozone, and radar radial velocity and
reflectivity data. The benefit of using satellite observations for hurricane initialization and prediction was
demonstrated by Krishnamurti et al. (1989, 1991, 1995).
The fit of the model solution to the satellite observations
in their studies was carried out through a physical initialization procedure after the bogus vortex was implanted into the initial condition. In BDA, the fit of the
model solution to the bogus observations can be combined with a fit to other observations into a single procedure. The objective function that is minimized measures the distance (e.g., a chosen inner product) between
the model solution and these bogused and actual observations. This flexibility of incorporating satellite and
radar data in a hurricane initialization procedure is an
additional advantage of the BDA scheme. In BDA, adjustments are made in all the model fields at the initial
time when the model is forced to produce a solution
close to the specified surface low and other available
observations.
In this paper, we test the BDA scheme for a real-data
hurricane prediction. The case chosen is Hurricane Felix, which occurred between 8 and 25 August 1995. For
this case, both the satellite-derived WVWVs and the
satellite GOES-8 and special sensor microwave water
vapor profiler (SSM/T-2) brightness temperature measurements are available around 15–16 August 1995 after
Felix attained its maximum intensity. We will present
results obtained by assimilating the bogus surface low
only and both the bogus surface low and satellite
WVWVs. Assimilation of satellite GOES-8 and SSM/
T-2 brightness temperature observations for the same
case will be presented in a future paper.
The Pennsylvania State University–National Center
for Atmospheric Research (Penn State–NCAR) nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model version 5 (MM5) is used
for both the initialization and prediction. Success of
MM5 in hurricane prediction has recently been demonstrated by the work of Liu et al. (1997), in which a
successful 72-h finescale simulation for Hurricane Andrew was made using MM5. The importance of having
a proper initial vortex to start the MM5 model prediction
was also indicated in their hurricane simulation. The
initial vortex in their study was generated by making a
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TABLE 1. Grid system of the triply nested MM5.
Model Resolution
domain
(km)
A

90

B

30

C 1, C 2 ,
C 3 , C4

10

Dimension
(I 3 J 3 K)

Cumulus
Explicit
parameterizamoist scheme
tion

45 3 51 3 27

Stable
Grell
precipitation
76 3 85 3 27 Dudhia simple Grell
ice
121 3 121 3 27 Reisner mixed Kain–Fritsch
phase

with and without the BDA initialization will be shown in
section 5. The paper concludes in section 6.
2. A brief description of Hurricane Felix

FIG. 1. Observed track (best track determined by the National Hurricane Center) of Hurricane Felix during the period from 0000 UTC
12 Aug 1995 to 0000 UTC 22 Aug 1995. The large dots indicate the
position of the storm at 0000 UTC and the 3’s indicate the 0600,
1200, and 1800 UTC storm positions. The storm’s minimum SLP
(hPa) and maximum low-level wind (m s21 ) are shown at 0000 UTC
each day. The initial time for the numerical simulations of Hurricane
Felix in this study is 0000 UTC 16 Aug 1995.

48-h model forecast starting from the initial vortex provided by the NCEP analysis at the initial time (t 0 ), extracting the model-generated vortex at 48 h and implanting it back to the NCEP analysis at t 0 according
to the observed location. In addition, the initial relative
humidity was increased by 85% everywhere over the
ocean below 800 hPa outside the initial vortex and within the initial vortex from the surface to 300 hPa.
This study uses the same model for prediction but
replaces the vortex implantation of Liu et al. (1997)
with a new proposed BDA scheme. The MM5 forecast
model is used in BDA as a strong model constraint to
produce a dynamically and physically consistent initial
vortex with the specified surface low in it. Once the
initialization procedure is completed, a 72-h forecast is
carried out to examine the impact of this initialization
procedure on the hurricane prediction. The paper is organized as follows. A brief description of Hurricane
Felix and its operational forecast results are summarized
in section 2. The numerical model, initial conditions,
vortex specification, and experiment design are described in section 3. In section 4, the dynamical and
thermodynamical structure of the initial vortex generated by the BDA scheme is presented. Initial vortices
generated with only the specified surface low (with and
without cloud water and rainwater) and with both the specified surface low and WVWVs are compared. The predicted storm tracks, intensity changes, and storm structures

Hurricane Felix was initiated from a tropical wave
that moved off the African coast on 6 August 1995. The
postanalysis ‘‘best track’’ is shown in Fig. 1. Felix
moved north and westward after it reached maximum
intensity at 1800 UTC 12 August. By 16 August, Felix
assumed a general northwestward motion within 65 nmi
of Bermuda toward the North Carolina coast. Felix
turned northward on 17 August and then moved slowly
northeastward on 18 August, instead of continuing the
northwestward movement and making a landfall.
We choose a forecast period from 0000 UTC 16 to
0000 UTC 19 August 1995 to examine the model performance in predicting the north and northeastward turning of the hurricane track, the intensity change, and the
structures of Hurricane Felix. Although Felix never
made landfall in the United States, some of the official
forecasts and several of the track prediction models did
indicate this possibility. If Felix had continued on the
northwestward track onto the mid-Atlantic coast, considerable damage and loss of life would have been possible. An inaccurate hurricane landfall forecast will result in unnecessary threat and huge economic loss. We
believe that avoiding a false prediction of hurricane
landfall is as important as making a correct hurricane
landfall forecast.
3. Experiment design
a. Model description
The Penn State–NCAR MM5 is used for the numerical simulation of Hurricane Felix. It is run under two
model configurations, one with a single domain at 30km horizontal resolution (domain B) for the BDA procedure and the other with a movable, triply nested grid
for the 3-day forecasts. The grid system and physical
options for the triply nested run are summarized in Table
1. There are 27 s layers for all grid meshes with horizontal resolution of 90 km for the coarse mesh A, 30
km for the intermediate mesh B, and 10 km for the fine
mesh C i domain (i 5 1, 2, 3, and 4; see Fig. 2). The
domains A and B are fixed and the 10-km domain C i
moves along the hurricane track, with C1 , C 2 , C 3 , and
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FIG. 2. Geographical locations of the three model domains (see Table 1 for more detailed
information).

C 4 for the forecast periods of 0–18, 18–42, 42–55, and
55–72 h, respectively. The model physics include a cumulus parameterization scheme (Grell scheme or Kain–
Fritsch scheme), the simple ice microphysics scheme
(Dudhia scheme) or the mixed phase microphysics
scheme (Reisner scheme), and the high-resolution planetary boundary layer parameterization scheme (Blackadar scheme). The land surface temperature is predicted
using surface energy budget equations. A more detailed
description of MM5 can be found in Dudhia (1993) and
Grell et al. (1994).
The BDA procedure is carried out in domain B at 30km resolution and uses the same physical processes as
those listed in Table 1 for domain B except that a bulk
aerodynamic formulation of the planetary boundary layer is used. This is because the adjoint version of the
Blackadar high-resolution planetary boundary layer
scheme has not been thoroughly tested at the time of
conducting the experiments presented in this paper. The
MM5 adjoint modeling system (Zou et al. 1995, 1997)
is employed in the BDA procedure. Dudhia’s microphysical scheme and its adjoint version are added to the
system in this study.
b. Vortex specification
The bogused observations for the specified initial vortex consist of only the values of sea level pressure (SLP)
over a circular region of 300 km in radius. The surface

low is specified based on the radius of maximum wind
of the cyclone and its position and central pressure.
Fujita’s formula (1952) is used as a basic reference
for us to formulate axisymmetric SLP pattern of the
bogused surface low. The formula is expressed as a
function of r (radial distance from cyclone center) as
follows:
Pbogus (r) 5 P` 2 (P` 2 P c )/{1 1 (r/R 0 ) 2 }21/2 , (1)
where P c and P` are the value of the central pressure
of the hurricane and an estimation of the SLP at an
infinite distance, respectively. The parameter R 0 has a
dimension of length and is defined as the radius of maximum gradient of the SLP multiplied by Ï2.
At 0000 UTC 16 August 1995, Hurricane Felix was
located at 33.58N, 70.18W. The SLP at the hurricane
center, P c , was 963 hPa. The value of R 0 5 150 km is
estimated based on the NCEP large-scale analysis. The
value of P` 5 1035 hPa is obtained by using an available
ship report. A value of 1003.5 hPa surface pressure was
observed at 35.18N, 73.08W by the ship LAVY4. By
substituting this ship report of pressure as Pbogus in (1)
we obtain P` 5 1035 hPa.
The values of bogus surface pressure Pbogus on all the
model grid points within a circular region of 300-km
radius (centered at the hurricane central position) are
then calculated according to Eq. (1). Figure 3 shows the
distribution of these grids and the specified surface low.
These bogus surface pressure data are used as obser-
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FIG. 3. Grid points where values of the bogus surface pressure (thin
solid) are assimilated into the MM5 forecast model. The minimum
value of the specified surface low is 963 hPa. Contour interval is 4
hPa. The SLP from the NCEP analysis outside the specified surface
low is shown as thick solid lines. Line AB indicates the position for
the cross sections of Figs. 9 and 15. Line CD is the position for the
cross sections of Fig. 13.

vations that will be assimilated into MM5 to test if
dynamically and physically consistent initial temperature, wind, and moisture fields can be generated within
the bogus surface low region.
c. Satellite WVWVs
With the deployment of a new generation of operational geostationary meteorological satellites, GOES-8/
-9, determination of wind fields over multiple tropospheric layers in cloud-free environments is possible
through GOES-8/-9 multispectral water vapor sensing
capabilities (Velden et al. 1997). An example of such
satellite-derived WVWV distribution during Felix is
shown in Fig. 4. These are observations available at
0000 UTC 16 August 1995. Also shown in Fig. 4 are
the wind vectors based on the NCEP analysis, interpolated to the satellite observational locations. We found
that the satellite-derived wind field (Fig. 4a) shows an
upper-level cyclonic circulation near the center and an
anticyclonic outflow away from the center. These features are not seen in the NCEP large-scale analysis (see
Fig. 4c). In the low levels, however, satellite-derived
wind does not seem to be as different from the NCEP
analysis as in the upper layers. This and the WVWVs
from only the cloud-free regions partially explain why
assimilation of satellite WVWVs alone without a bogused surface low is not sufficient for a substantial improvement in the hurricane forecast.

ricane circulation (such as the tangential and radial wind
components, the warm anomaly, and the moist core inside the hurricane). Although effort has been made to
make such a specification more or less dynamically consistent by solving the balance equation, the vorticity
advection equation, the hydrostatic equation, and so on,
complete coupling between various variables has not
yet been achieved. The specified structure of one variable may not be used in a cause–effect way to explore
the structure of another variable due to many of the ad
hoc components existing in the bogusing procedure. In
reality the dynamic and thermodynamic variables are
completely interactive.
In the proposed BDA scheme, we choose to specify
only one variable of the bogused vortex and let the
complete forecast model spin up fields of other model
variables. Since we have satellite WVWVs at the model
initial time (i.e., 0000 UTC 16 August 1995) that seem
to contain useful information of wind vectors in the
upper troposphere, the observed values of the central
SLP of the hurricane are the most natural and simplest
choice for bogus data. Values of central SLP of the
hurricane can either be obtained by ship measurements
or be estimated from satellite images (Dvorak and Mogil
1994). The central position of the hurricane can now be
determined by airplane for operational use. Although
such a choice of specifying a surface low is initially
driven by these considerations related to the data availability and technical convenience, it is consistent with
the statement of Willoughby (1995) that the atmosphere’s adjustment of the balance wind and mass on a
rotating Earth toward the low surface pressure attainable
at equilibrium is the reason that tropical cyclones exist.
Based on these considerations, we decided to test the
model’s ability to generate a three-dimensional description of the structure of the initial vortex through the fit
to a given surface low. The numerical model of a set
of primitive equations with model dynamics and physics
acts as a mechanism for all the model variables to respond to the specified surface low.
More specifically, the hurricane initialization procedure is carried out by minimizing a cost function defined
by either JBG or JBGSAT :
JBG (x 0 ) 5

O O (P 2 P
ti

) WP (P 2 P bogus ) 1 Jb ,

bogus T

(2)

i, j∈R

and
JBGSAT (x 0 )
5

O O (P 2 P ) W (P 2 P )
1 O O {[H u 2 u (r )] W [H u 2 u
bogus T

bogus

P

ti

i, j∈R

SAT

l

ti

d. The BDA procedure
Traditional tropical cyclone bogusing requires a priori
specification of important structural aspects of the hur-
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FIG. 4. Satellite-derived (GOES-8) water vapor wind vectors (6.7-mm channel) with assigned heights (a) between 150 and 250 hPa and
(b) below 500 hPa at 0000 UTC 16 Aug 1995. The wind vectors, interpolated from the NCEP analysis at 0000 UTC 16 Aug 1995 to the
satellite observational locations, are plotted in (c) and (d), corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively. A full bar represents 5 m s 21 .

where the summation over t i is carried out at 5-min
intervals over a half-hour window. Here R is a circular
two-dimensional domain of a 300-km (as a radius) circle
centered at the hurricane center, (i, j) represents model
horizontal grid points within R at the lowest s level (s
5 0.995), r l is the physical location in the 3D space
representing satellite winds available at 0000 UTC 16
August 1995 over the Atlantic Ocean, and H l is a linear
interpolation scheme. In Eq. (3) W P , W u , and W y are
diagonal weighting matrices and their values are determined empirically. Variables P, u, and y represent SLP,
zonal, and meridional wind components, respectively.

The variable J b represents a simple background term
measuring the distance between the model state and the
MM5 analysis based on the large-scale NCEP analysis.
Only approximated variances are included in the background weighting matrix.
One thing worth emphasizing is that both the specified
surface low and the satellite-derived WVWV data are
assimilated every 5 min in a half-hour window. This is
equivalent to assuming that the time tendency of the
surface pressure is near zero. Such a constraint can also
be incorporated by adding a penalty term to the cost
function (see Zou et al. 1992, 1993).
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TABLE 2. Experimental name convention.

ExperiControl variables for Initial condition
ment
‘‘Observations’’
BDA
for 72-h forecast
CTRL
BG
BGSAT
BGM

P

bogus

P bogus and
WVWVs
P bogus

u, y, w, T, q, p9
u, y, w, T, q, p9
u, y, w, T, q, p9, qc , qr

NCEP analysis
Initial condition
from BDA
Initial condition
from BDA
Initial condition
from BDA

The assimilation window used in the BDA scheme is
very short. The computational cost is thus low compared
to a normal 4D-Var experiment (Courtier et al. 1994).
e. Initial conditions and experimental design
The model is initialized at 0000 UTC 16 August 1995.
The initial conditions for the control experiment (CTRL)
are obtained from the NCEP 2.58 resolution global analysis, horizontally interpolated onto the regional domain
for the mesh resolutions (see Table 1), and enhanced by
rawinsondes and surface observations. An examination
of the NCEP analysis reveals the presence of a cyclonic
circulation (Figs. 7a,c). However, the analysis fails to
capture the right scale, correct location, and sufficient
intensity of the hurricane. Therefore, it is necessary to
incorporate a vortex into the initial conditions with a
realistic size, intensity, location, and a consistent dynamical and thermodynamical structure. This is carried
out by a BDA procedure minimizing the objective function defined either by (2) or (3).
We present four 72-h simulations (listed in Table 2)
that started from four initial conditions: 1) NCEP analysis (CTRL), 2) the optimal initial condition obtained
by the BDA scheme with Pbogus as the only observations
using the MM5 assimilation model without including
the cloud water q c and rainwater q r (BG), 3) same as
2) except observations include both Pbogus and WVWVs
(BGSAT), and 4) same as 2) except that q c and q r are
included in the MM5 assimilation model (BGM). As
mentioned before, all the BDA experiments were carried
out in domain B at 30-km resolution. Model simulations
used a two-way interactive, movable, triply nested grid
technique and were made starting with each of these
four initial conditions. Coarser meshes provide the finer
meshes with time-dependent lateral boundary conditions, while the finer-mesh solutions have feedback to
coarser meshes every time step. The outermost lateral
boundary conditions (for domain A) are specified by
linearly interpolating the 12-h NCEP analyses. The initial condition on the domain C1 (10-km resolution) are
interpolated from the initial condition on domain B.
These forecast experiments are designed to assess the
potential values of the BDA procedure on hurricane
prediction and the impact of satellite-derived WVWVs.
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4. Initial structures within a mature hurricane
generated by BDA
Minimization of J BG converged in less than 30 iterations. During the minimization procedure, the model
surface pressure was forced toward the bogused surface
low, while the wind, temperature, and moisture were
free to develop an initial structure consistent with the
surface pressure under the forecast model constraint.
Figures 5 and 6 show the adjustments in the initial condition of the wind fields for the experiment BG, that is,
the differences between BG initial winds and the NCEP
analyzed winds that were used as the guess field. We
find that changes in the zonal wind (Du) above 200 hPa
occur in the zonal direction, with a positive center located to the east and a negative center to the west of
the vortex center (Fig. 5a). This positive/negative dipole
rotates cyclonically with decreasing height. It rotated
slightly less than 1808 from the top of the model to the
bottom of the model. The positive/negative dipole in
the low troposphere is not completely oriented in the
west–east direction. The positive center is located to the
southwest and the negative center to the northeast of
the vortex center in the low levels (around and below
850 hPa, Fig. 5d). Minimum adjustments in the vertical
are found around 500 hPa (Fig. 5c). Large changes in
the meridional wind component are oriented in the
north–south direction in the upper levels above 200 hPa,
with a positive center to the north and a negative center
to the south of the vortex center (Fig. 6a). A similar
cyclonic rotation of slightly less than 1808 from high
levels to low levels is observed in the Dy distribution.
Therefore, the Dy distribution in the low troposphere is
not oriented in a complete north–south direction as in
the upper levels. The maximum positive and negative
adjustments are distributed in the direction from the
southeast to the northwest (Fig. 6d).
These changes in both u and y components represent
an outflow in the upper levels and a cyclonic inflow in
the low level, which are induced by fitting the forecast
model to the specified surface low (Figs. 7b,d). Compared with the NCEP large-scale analysis without BDA
(Figs. 7a,c), the initial vortex in BG is much more compact and considerably more intense than the vortex in
the global analysis. The asymmetric ring of maximum
winds shows a more realistic distribution and is closer
to the vortex center. The radius of maximum winds decreases from about 400 km in CTRL to about 110 km
in BG. At 200 hPa, the difference between CTRL and
BG is obvious. After BDA initialization, the divergence
outflow rotates cyclonically from the eye and fans out
anticyclonically around the two anticyclonic centers:
one in the northwest of the vortex, and the other in the
southeast of the vortex. Without the initialization, we
observe a trough over the the vortex region at 200 hPa.
Such a marked difference in the upper-layer flow near
the vortex center may explain the long spinup time
(about 36 h) needed in CTRL for the model to generate
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FIG. 5. The adjustments in the zonal wind (Du) of the initial condition resulted from the assimilation of a specified surface low (the
experiment BG). (a) 200, (b) 300, (c) 500, and (d) 850 hPa. The contour interval is 2 m s 21 for (a) and (d), and 1 m s21 for (b) and (c).

a reasonable amount of rainfall and organized cloud
patterns, which are important for the storm intensification. In the low level after BDA, we observe a cyclonic confluence of wind vectors into the central core
with a large cross-isobaric component (Fig. 7d). The
NCEP analysis (Fig. 7c) has a low-level cyclonic flow
but without a cross-isobaric component. The BG analysis reveals a strong 850-hPa wind of greater than 36.1
m s21 to the northeast of the eye. The difference of the
maximum wind speed between the BG and CTRL initial
conditions is more than 10.9 m s21 . We notice that,
although a symmetric surface low is forced during the
minimization procedure, the resulting wind speed distribution presents an asymmetric nature. This implies
that the BDA scheme is able to generate the asymmetric

structure of the initial vortex through the incorporation
of observational information only sufficient for specifying a symmetric vortex structure. We believe that the
vorticity advection by the background flow, the symmetric flow within the vortex, and influences of other
nonsymmetric components (such as the Coriolis force)
in the assimilation forecast model contributed to the
generation of the asymmetric component in the initial
vortex.
While the pressure gradient tends to draw air into the
vortex center in the low troposphere, a systematic warming and moistening near the hurricane center results
from such an air motion. Figure 8 shows the horizontal
distribution of the adjustments in the initial conditions
of the temperature, the specific humidity, and the ver-
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, except for the meridional wind component (Dy ).

tical velocity at 850 hPa, as well as the surface pressure
for the experiment BG. A nearly symmetric warming
and deepening of the surface low are observed in the
initial vortex region, with a maximum value of 108C
and 232 hPa, respectively (Figs. 8a,b). The moisture
content is increased within the initial vortex and decreased in the southwest away from the center (Fig. 8c).
Moisture excess in the vortex center exceeds 16 g kg21 .
The vertical velocity (Fig. 8d) indicates a strong upward
motion in the vortex region and a few banded regions
of upward and downward motions around the periphery
of the vortex.
In order to show the vertical distribution of the heating and moistening within the initial vortex generated
by BDA, we plot in Fig. 9 a cross section cutting through

the center of the storm (see the line AB in Fig. 3) showing the vertical distribution of the temperature and specific humidity in the BG initial condition. We observe
a consistent warming in all model levels. The maximum
difference of about 138C is located at 950 hPa. The
increase of moisture content is also observed in all levels. The largest value of the specific humidity is 36 g
kg21 , which is located at 950 hPa. This appears to be
too high a value and may not be supported by observations. As will be shown later, a BDA procedure that
includes cloud water and rainwater as additional control
variables (the experiment BGM) reduces the maximum
amount of increase in the specific humidity. However,
it may still be too high and not realistic. We believe
that the high specific humidity near the vortex center
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FIG. 7. The streamlines, the SLP (thin dashed line), and the wind speed (thick solid line) for (a) CTRL at 200 hPa, (b) BG at 200 hPa,
(c) CTRL at 850 hPa, and (d) BG at 850 hPa. The contour intervals for the SLP and wind speed are 2 hPa and 5 m s 21 , respectively.

from BDA can be attributed to the fact that a 30-km
model is still too coarse to be forced to fit an observed
smaller-scale low pressure. A recent BDA experiment
with an 18-km grid-space model produced a much reduced amount of specific humidity.
In summary, through forecast model constraint, variational assimilation of a bogused surface low alone is
able to recover several structural features that a mature
hurricane has (Figs. 5–9): a warm-core vortex with
winds swirling in and out of the center in the low and
upper troposphere, respectively, and a saturated ascent

around the eye. We also notice that the horizontal distributions of the difference fields between BG and CTRL
initial conditions for u, y , and T resemble those that are
produced by a single-observation experiment with the
specified background error statistics in an operational
3D-Var data assimilation system (Parrish and Derber
1992; Courtier et al. 1998). In addition, adjustments also
occurred in the specific humidity field (Fig. 8c), which
is usually not coupled with the wind and temperature
in a 3D-Var system. This is one of the advantages of
4D-Var in which the specific humidity is coupled with
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FIG. 8. The adjustments in the initial condition of the (a) temperature at 850 hPa, (b) SLP, (c) specific humidity at 850 hPa, and (d) vertical
velocity at 850 hPa for the experiment BG. Contour intervals for the temperature, SLP, specific humidity, and vertical velocity are 18C, 3
hPa, 1 g kg21 , and 10 cm s21 , respectively.

wind, temperature, and pressure fields through the advection and other dynamic and physical processes. The
asymmetric and anisotropic components in the distributions of the initial fields of model variables obtained
through the BDA procedure reflect the nonlinear dynamic and diabatic effects, and some of them are difficult to account for in a background error covariance
matrix.
We point out that the details of the initial vortex structures obtained by the BDA procedure may change if a
different model resolution is used. In addition, the BDA
using a too-coarse resolution (for instance $50 km)
model may not work well since the model will not re-

solve a 150-km wind maximum. We are also aware that
Felix was a mature hurricane at the initial time (0000
UTC 16 August 1995) of our model simulations. Some
of the structures characterizing a mature hurricane, such
as the eyewall and the spiral cloud bands and rainbands,
do not exist in the BG initial vortex. These features, as
we will see later, are defined more clearly (but not sufficiently with the BDA procedure being carried out at
30-km resolution in this study) when the satellite-derived WVWVs and the microphysical scheme are included into the BDA procedure.
In order to examine when and how the adjustment in
the initial condition occurred during the fit of the fore-
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FIG. 9. Cross sections of the (a) temperature and (b) specific humidity at the initial time for the experiment BG. Contour intervals for the
temperature and specific humidity are 48C and 2 g kg21 , respectively. Line AB is indicated in Fig. 3 and the distance between A and B is
900 km.

cast model solution to the specified surface low, we
examine the root-mean-square differences of the following quantities:
Df (k) 5 f (k) 2 f (k21)
during the first 10 iterations of the BG minimization,
where f can be any of the model variables (u, y , T, q,
p9, and w), and k (51, 2, . . . , 10) is the number of
iterations during the minimization procedure. Numerical
results are shown in Fig. 10. We observe that the largest
adjustment occurred in all the model fields at the second
iteration. The second largest adjustment occurred at the
fifth iteration. Only small changes in the initial condition
are noted after seven iterations. For example, a total of
18.3-hPa deepening occurred in the first four iterations
and an additional 13.1-hPa deepening occurred in the
following three iterations (from the fifth to seventh iterations). In other words, 98% of the total deepening
(32 hPa with 30 iterations) was completed in seven iterations. Despite the large amount of computation of
4D-Var, the BDA runs quite effectively because of the
use of a very short time window and the fast convergence of the minimization with the use of a bogus surface low being defined on all model grid points.
Examining the horizontal distribution of the sequential increments of wind, temperature, and moisture at
every iteration of the minimization procedure (figures
omitted), we find that major adjustments occurred in
two stages on two scales. Large-scale adjustments occurred before the fourth iteration (mainly at the first and
second iterations), and small-scale adjustments were obtained between the fifth and seventh iterations (mainly
at the fifth and sixth iterations). As an example, we show

in Fig. 11 the distribution of Du (2) , Du (5) , DT (2) , and
DT (5) at 850 hPa. A zonal wind adjustment of about 66
m s21 magnitude is obtained at both the second and fifth
iterations. The maximum value of DT (2) and DT (5) are
48 and 28C, respectively. We find that although the magnitude of the adjustments at the fifth iteration is similar
to that at the second iteration, the scale of the adjustment
at the fifth iteration is smaller than that at the second
iteration.
We believe that the first major adjustment in the initial
condition during the minimization of J BG comes mainly
from the dynamical constraint, and the second major
adjustment is associated with the latent heat release due
to the heavy precipitation that occurred near the center
of the initial vortex. To verify this, we examined the
model-predicted half-hour precipitation at each iteration
and found that significant precipitation does not occur
until the fifth iteration. Figure 12 plots the variation of
the maximum values of the half-hour accumulated rainfall in the vortex region at each iteration. We observe
that abrupt increases of the model precipitation, from
less than 4 cm to more than 15 cm, occurred at both
the fifth and sixth iterations.
Having examined the structures of the BG initial vortex, our next step is to see if the satellite-derived
WVWVs have any added value and how they modify
the initial vortex structure in BG. We find that the overall
structures of the BGSAT vortex are similar to that of
BG except that the BGSAT initial vortex has an eyewall
more clearly defined than in BG. Figure 13 shows two
cross sections of the vertical velocity for both the BG
and BGSAT vortices along the line CD shown in Fig.
3. A downward motion is observed in the center of the
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FIG. 10. The root-mean-square differences of the adjustment occurred at each iteration during the minimization
procedure of the experiment BG. (a) D (k) u, (b) D (k) y , (c) D (k) w, (d) D (k) p9, (e) D (k) T, and (f ) D (k) q, where the superscript
k is the number of iterations. Contour intervals for D (k) u, D (k) y , D (k) w, D (k) p9, D (k) T, and D (k) q are 0.1 m s21 , 0.1 m s21 ,
1 cm s21 , 0.3 hPa, 0.058C, and 0.05 g kg21 , respectively.
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FIG. 11. The adjustment in the initial condition of zonal wind at 850 hPa between (a) the second and the first iterations and (b) the fifth
and the fourth iterations. Panels (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) except for the adjustment in the initial condition of temperature at
850 hPa. The isopleths for (a) and (b) are 60.1, 60.5, 61.0, 62.0, 63.0, 64.0, 65.0, 66.0 m s21 . For (c) and (d), the negative isopleth
has an interval of 0.18C and the positive isopleths are 0.18C, 0.58C, and those with values larger than 0.58C having an interval of 0.58C.

BGSAT vortex in both the upper and low levels (Fig.
13b). In the BG vortex, the descent exists only in the
upper levels near the top of the model. The upward
motions on both sides of the vortex center are stronger
in BGSAT than in BG. The differences in the vertical
motion between BG and BGSAT are found to be related
to the change of divergence field at 200 hPa in BGSAT
(figure omitted), a direct result from the use of WVWVs.
In order to test the BDA’s capability of generating the
spiral cloud bands and rainbands in the initial condition,
we conducted an additional BDA experiment including
a microphysics scheme in the assimilation model (the
experiment BGM). The cloud (vertically integrated

cloud water and rainwater) and the initial half-hour rainfall distributions for the BGM initial vortex are shown
in Fig. 14. It shows intense clouds in the center of the
vortex, cellular convection at the outer edge, and spiral
cloud bands and rainbands around the central vortex.
However, we notice that an echo-free eye is still missing
in the central core. We attribute this to the use of a 30km resolution, which is still too coarse to resolve adequately the hurricane eye.
We notice that including the cloud water and rainwater in the BDA procedure (BGM) reduces the amount
of the increment in the specific humidity, which appears
to be too high in BG. Figure 15 presents a vertical cross
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FIG. 12. Variation of the maximum values of the half-hour accumulated rainfall (unit: cm) with respect to the number of iterations.

section (cutting through the center of the initial vortex
from A to B in Fig. 3) of the specific humidity, cloud
water, and rainwater in the BGM initial condition. Comparing Fig. 15a with Fig. 9b, we find that the maximum
value of the specific humidity in the initial vortex is
reduced from 36 g kg21 in BG (Fig. 9b) to 32 g kg21
in BGM (Fig. 15a). Another distinguishing difference
in the distributions of the specific humidity near hurricane center between BG and BGM vortices is that the
wet air extends to a much higher altitude in BGM than
in BG. For instance, the 12 g kg21 contour in BGM

VOLUME 57

reaches a level (410 hPa) much higher than that in BG
(580 hPa). In BGM, initial cloud water and rainwater
are also generated, and their maxima are located in the
upper and lower tropospheres, respectively (Figs.
15b,c).
Compared with the initial vortex provided by largescale analysis from the NCEP operational center, the
vortices obtained by the BDA procedure (the experiments BG, BGSAT, and BGM) have not only a central
SLP and its location close to observations but very compact conceptually consistent structures reflected in all
model variables. Consistency of the initial vortex with
model resolution, dynamics, and physics is guaranteed
through the use of the forecast model as a strong constraint. Once a surface low is specified, changes in all
the other model variables are obtained objectively. The
question that needs to be answered is whether the initial
conditions obtained by BDA will produce an improved
prediction of Hurricane Felix. Results of several model
predictions using the NCEP analysis and the initial conditions generated by the BDA initialization scheme are
shown in the following section.
5. Improvements in the prediction of Hurricane
Felix
A triply nested version of MM5 model (see Table 1)
was integrated for 72 h from 0000 UTC 16 August 1995
with four initial conditions of CTRL, BG, BGSAT, and
BGM. A significant improvement in the predicted track
resulted from the use of the BG initial condition (Fig.
16). The 24-h forecast error decreased from 93 km (in
CTRL) to 75 km (in BG). A gradual deflection of the

FIG. 13. Cross sections of the vertical velocity along the line CD (see Fig. 3) at the initial time for the experiments (a) BG and (b)
BGSAT. The contour interval is 210 cm s21 for descent and 40 cm s21 for ascent.
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FIG. 14. The cloud and rainfall distribution for the experiment BGM. (a) Vertically integrated cloud
water and rainwater at initial time (unit: mm), and (b) the initial half-hour accumulated rainfall
(unit: cm).
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FIG. 15. Cross sections of the initial condition of (a) specific humidity (q), (b) cloud water (q c ), and (c) rainwater (q r ) for the experiment
BGM. Line AB is indicated in Fig. 3, and the distance between A and B is 900 km. Contour intervals for q, q c , and q r are 2 k kg21 , 0.5 g
kg21 , and 0.5 g kg21 , respectively.

track from the observation was observed in the first 6
h into the model integration. By 48 h the improvement
in the storm track was even more significant. In the
integration with the analyzed vortex (CTRL), the delay
in the northeastward turning resulted in a 48-h forecast
position error of about 170 km. In contrast, the simulated storm with the BG initial vortex followed the best
track more closely, with the 48-h position error of about
76 km being almost similar to that of the previous 24
h. At 72 h the position error in CTRL continued to
increase and was located about 193 km west-northwest
of the actual storm position. The track error at 72 h of

the BG forecast increased to 84 km, which is less than
half of the position error in CTRL. The satellite WVWV
observations (BGSAT) do not indicate much added value to the track prediction of Hurricane Felix. The forecast position errors were attributed to the excessive
storm acceleration in the northwest direction. Thus, the
improvements in the predicted storm position as a result
of the proposed BDA scheme facilitated the deceleration
of the westward movement during the 48-h forecast prior to 0000 UTC 19 August 1995.
The improvement of the forecast skill using the proposed BDA scheme is also reflected in the prediction
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FIG. 16. The predicted hurricane tracks from 0000 UTC 16 to 0000
UTC 19 Aug 1995 for CTRL (circle), BG (cross), BGM (triangle),
and BGSAT (star). The observed best track (dot) is also shown. The
track positions are shown at 6-h intervals.

of the intensity and structures of Hurricane Felix. Time
series (at 6-h intervals) of the minimum SLP and maximum low-level winds determined at the lowest model
level (s 5 0.995, approximately the 50-m height) are
shown in Fig. 17. During the first 12 h the observed
storm experienced a gradual weakening and a leveling
off in intensity thereafter. The observed central SLP
value increased 6 hPa in the first 12 h. The predicted
storms in all the experiments (CTRL, BG, BGSAT, and
BGM) exhibited similar behavior of the gradual weakening in the first 12 h of model integration. However,
the CTRL experiment fails to maintain a fairly stable
level of intensity for the remaining period of the 72-h
integration. All the experiments with BDA were able to
maintain a fairly stable level of intensity after the first
12 h of model integration, which is in good agreement
with observations. Without the BDA scheme (CTRL),
the difference in the SLP is more than 30 hPa weaker
than the observed at initial time (t 5 0 h). Such a large
difference in the hurricane intensity is far too great to
make up during the 72 h of model integration in CTRL.
The inclusion of the BDA scheme provided the model
with a more vigorous storm at the initial time, thus
enabling it to simulate the level of intensity with remarkable agreement to the observed. It is indeed noteworthy to remark that the inclusion of satellite WVWV
observations in BGSAT shows positive impact on the
hurricane intensity forecast. The performance as measured by the averaged (over 3-day forecast period) position error, the deepening rate, and the maximum lowlevel wind in CTRL, BG, BGM, and BGSAT is summarized in Table 3. The mean error in intensity in BG
is only 2.1 hPa, compared with an average error of 25.9
hPa in CTRL. The error in the predicted SLP is reduced
to 0.9 hPa with the inclusion of cloud water and rainwater variables in the prediction of moisture, and it is
further reduced to 0.4 hPa with the incorporation of

FIG. 17. Variation of the (a) minimum SLP (hPa) and (b) maximum
low-level winds (m s21 ) (determined at the lowest model level s 5
0.995, about 50 m high) with respect to the forecast time at 6-h
intervals. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 16.

satellite WVWV observations. The maximum low-level
winds in BGSAT also show the best agreement with
observations (Fig. 17b), with an averaged error of less
than 0.1 m s21 during the entire 72-h forecast period.
We notice that the low-level winds from all the data
TABLE 3. Mean errors of the 72-h forecasts.
Experiment
CTRL
BG
BGM
BGSAT

Track (km)
130
64
70
79

(52.7*)
(23.2)
(26.7)
(24.2)

Central SLP (hPa)
25.9
2.1
0.9
0.4

(4.6)
(1.5)
(1.9)
(1.2)

Maximum wind
speed (m s21)
210.5
21.1
2.6
20.11

(5.3)
(2.3)
(2.3)
(2.1)

* The root-mean-square error.
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FIG. 18. The 48-h prediction of the SLP (thin dashed line), as well as the upper- and low-level flows and the wind speed (thick solid line).
(a) CTRL at 200 hPa, (b) BGSAT at 200 hPa, (c) CTRL at 850 hPa, (d) BGSAT at 850 hPa. Contour intervals for the SLP and wind speed
are 2 hPa and 5 m s21 , respectively.

assimilation experiments (BG, BGSAT, and BGM) decrease during the first 12 h of model integration (Fig.
17b). This and the track deflection in the first 6 h of
model integration (Fig. 17a) may have resulted from the
initial adjustment of the vortex obtained by the BDA
procedure carried out at a single domain in a triply
nested grid forecast system. Compared to BGSAT, the
maximum low-level winds in CTRL experience a much
larger decrease in strength in the first 6 h and only a
gradual recovery and increase after 24 h. The averaged
difference between the predicted and the best estimated

maximum low-level winds in CTRL is as large as 10.5
m s21 , compared to about 1.1 m s21 in BG. Inclusion
of the microphysics scheme resulted in a slightly stronger low-level wind. The inclusion of satellite data is
therefore found to have a positive impact, albeit small,
on the prediction of the storm’s intensity.
Figures 18a–d show the predicted flow field on 200
and 850 hPa at 0000 UTC 18 August 1995 (48-h forecasts) for both CTRL and BGSAT. We observe that the
low sits in an upper-level westerly-northwesterly flow
in CTRL, while in BGSAT the low is right below a
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FIG. 19. Visible satellite imagery at 1850 UTC 16 Aug 1995.

center of upper-level cyclonic outflow with a wind maximum to its northeast side. The low-level winds near
the surface low in BGSAT are not only much stronger
than those in CTRL but also assume a much more compact form surrounding the storm center. The maximum
low-level wind in CTRL is 33.1 m s21 about 180 km
away from the storm center. In comparison, the maximum low-level wind in BGSAT reaches 42.3 s21 and is
located about 100 km to the east of the storm center.
Having seen the track, intensity, and flow features in
the prediction of Hurricane Felix, we now examine the
cloud and rainfall distributions. Figure 19 displays visible satellite imagery at 1850 UTC 16 August 1995. As
a comparison, Fig. 20 shows the domain C simulated
hydrometeor fields described by vertically integrated
cloud water, ice, rainwater, and snow, which are the 18and 48-h predictions of BGSAT, as well as the corresponding vertical cross sections cutting through the centers of the storm at both times. The simulated cloud
distribution and the area of the storm at 1800 UTC 16
August (Fig. 20a) conform to the satellite imagery well.
Both the model and the observations show the development of organized spiral cloud bands with an echofree eye in its central core. The model also simulates
well the cellular convection at the outer edge and intense
and organized clouds in the eyewall. The vertical distributions of the clouds (Figs. 20c,d) allow us to assess
the capability of model prediction in simulating the inner-core structures of Felix. Maximum values of the

hydrometeor field appear at about 500 hPa northwest of
the storm center and 700 hPa southeast of the storm
center at 18 h, and 450 hPa and 900 hPa at 48 h. The
increase in the scale of the eye with height is small. The
simulated Felix had about a 70-km-wide eye at 18 h
and 100-km-wide eye at 48 h. The latter is very close
to the aircraft radar report (about 92–130 km) during
17–19 August 1995. As a benchmark comparison, Fig.
21 shows the cloud distribution at 18 h for CTRL, which
is similar to Figs. 20a,c for BGSAT. We find that the
cloud distribution in CTRL does not resemble what was
observed (Fig. 19). The well-defined cellular convection
at the outer edge of the storm, which is found in BGSAT
(see Figs. 20a,c), is not observed. The two clouds’ maximum centers, one to the northeast side and the other
to the southwest side, are too far away from the eye. A
cross section cutting through the center of the storm and
reaching these two intense clouds (Fig. 21) does not
reflect much of the vertical structures. The clouds exist
with a very limited vertical extent (not exceeding 800
hPa).
The lack of cloud organization in CTRL resulted from
the poor specification of the initial vortex and the long
spinup time of the model vortex due to the inconsistency
between the analyzed initial vortex and model resolution
and physics. This is also reflected in precipitation prediction. Figure 22 shows the time evolution of the maximum amount of 6-h accumulated rainfall during the
72-h model integrations for the experiments CTRL and
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FIG. 20. Vertically integrated cloud water, rainwater, and snow (unit: mm) at (a) 18 h and (b) 48 h in the experiment BGSAT, as well as
the vertical cross sections of the total cloud water, rainwater, and snow (mm) at (c) 18 h along the line EF in (a) and at (d) 48 h along the
line GH in (b).

BGSAT. Significant rainfall does not start until 36 h into
the model integration in the control experiment CTRL.
Before 36 h, the 6-h accumulated rainfall is less than
83 mm. After 36 h of integration, the 6-h rainfall amount
reaches 193 mm for the period of 36–42 h, 180 mm for
42–48 h, and 204 mm for 48–54 h (figures omitted). In
contrast, the model starting from the initial condition
obtained after assimilation of the bogused surface low
and satellite WVWV observations (BGSAT) is able to
generate large amounts of precipitation right from the

beginning of model integration, alleviating the spinup
problem associated with the traditional hurricane bogusing scheme. The initial 6-h rainfall reaches a maximum value of 308 mm. The maximum 6-h rainfall in
BGSAT is 228 mm for the period of 36–42 h, 211 mm
for 42–48 h, and 220 mm for 48–54 h (figures omitted).
Although the amount of the precipitation in CTRL after
36 h comes close to that in BGSAT, regions of maximum
precipitation in BGSAT are located much closer to the
hurricane center compared with those in CTRL. Figure
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FIG. 21. Same as Figs. 20a,c except for the CTRL experiment. The cross section of the total
cloud water, rainwater, and snow (unit: mm) is along the line IJ in (a).
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FIG. 22. Time series of the maximum value of the 6-h rainfall (unit:
mm) during the 72-h model integrations for the experiments CTRL
(dashed line) and BGSAT (solid line).

23, for example, shows the distribution of the 6-h accumulated rainfall during 36–42 h for CTRL and
BGSAT. The precipitation pattern in BGSAT is closer
to the hurricane eye and more circularly shaped around
the hurricane center than that in CTRL.
The large differences in precipitation between CTRL
and BGSAT during the initial 36 h of model integration
could result in a significant difference in the amount of
latent heat release, which is, in turn, attributable to the
enhanced low-level convergence of mass and moisture
and the upper-level divergence of mass. These and the
coherent structures in the BDA-derived initial vortex
contributed significantly to the improvement in the prediction of Hurricane Felix.
6. Summary and conclusions
The purpose of this paper is to present a BDA scheme
for hurricane initialization. The dynamic and thermodynamic structures of the initial vortex obtained by the
BDA procedure are examined, and the improvements to
the prediction of the hurricane track, the intensity
change, and the structural features are demonstrated.
The proposed BDA scheme requires minimal observational information involving the determination of the
numerical values of a few parameters such as the size,
the location, and the central value of the specified surface low. The hurricane prediction model serves as a
strong constraint to spin up other fields not readily observed. Satellite and radar data observations can be
combined with the bogus information to generate a more
realistic tropical cyclone.
The BDA scheme has been tested on the initialization
and the 72-h prediction of Hurricane Felix (1995) during
its mature stage. We show that the specification of the
surface low alone is quite effective in generating a con-
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sistent three-dimensional structure of the initial vortex
using BDA, without a need of other ad hoc assumptions
needed to derive other variables from the specified surface low. By assimilating the specified surface pressure
data representing an ideal surface low in a four-dimensional space with the hurricane forecast model and its
adjoint model serving to carry the information forward
and backward in time, a model state can be generated
that contains a surface low with realistic size and intensity, the anticyclonic outflow in the upper level and
the cyclonic inflow in the lower level, a strong upward
motion around the vortex eye, and a warm and moist
core near the center of the initial vortex. Since the initial
model state obtained by BDA was well adapted to the
forecast model, dramatic improvements are observed in
the track and intensity forecasts as well as in the description of the inner structures of the predicted storm
during a 3-day forecasting period. The track error is
also reduced by half. Due to the use of a short time
window, the proposed scheme, though carried out in a
four-dimensional space, is computationally much cheaper than a traditional 4D-Var experiment. We realize,
however, that the spinup problem, although much lessened, is not fully removed from the numerical results
obtained in the experiments that were designed in this
paper. This is reflected in a very high value of the initial
specific humidity, the very large amount of precipitation
in the first few hours of model integration, the deflection
of the hurricane track in the first 6 h of model integration, and the false decrease of the low-level wind in the
first 12 h of model integration.
Application of the proposed BDA scheme to a sufficiently large statistical sample of hurricanes is needed
to test its general promises in reducing the hurricane
forecast errors. Sensitivity of the BDA results to the
formulation of the specified surface pressure field (other
models instead of Fujita’s formula) and to the resolution
of the assimilation model, as well as the performance
of the BDA scheme on a weak initial vortex, need to
be assessed and are planned for our future work. Given
the current advances in numerical forecast models and
large-scale analysis, our results suggest that it may be
possible to predict the track, intensity, and inner-core
structures of hurricanes reasonably well with new observations (such as satellite-derived WVWVs, ozone
data, and/or radar reflectivities and radial winds) and
with a minimum amount of added (or ‘‘targeted’’) observational information such as the number of surface
pressure observations within the storm region.
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FIG. 23. Shown is the 6-h accumulated rainfall during the time period from 36 to 42 h
in (a) CTRL and (b) BGSAT (unit: mm). The hurricane positions indicated are the 6-h
average positions predicted in each experiment.
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